Brooks, Palomba Uncontested
For Highest Council Positions

By Steve Eagle

Bob Brooks '63, editor-in-chief of THE TICKER, is the sole candidate for the Student Council presidency. Neil Palomba '64, current treasurer, is unopposed for the vice presidential spot.

Elections will be held next Wednesday from 9-4 in the tenth floor cafeteria and the Student Center lobby. Bursar's cards must be presented when voting.

Jeff Barash '63, a former S. C. representative, is unopposed for the position of Council treasurer. Mark Grant '64, a Student Council member, is the only candidate for the position of corresponding secretary.

Steve Reppas '63, sports editor of THE TICKER, is the only candidate for the position of chairman of the Activities Coordination Board. Roskin is presently A.C.B. treasurer.

Reppas, Barash, and Bennet Steinhauser '65, presently a Council representative, are running for the presidency of the National Student Association.

Steve Roskin '63 is unopposed for the chair of the Activities Coordination Board. Roskin is presently A.C.B. treasurer.

For Highest Council Positions

Harry (Bobby) Sand, former assistant basketball coach at City College, who was involved in the 1952 basketball scandal, will be allowed to return to the college, it was announced by the Board of Higher Education April 16. Mr. Sand was suspended from his teaching position November 18, 1952 after involvement in a proposed "play for pay" trip to South America.

He will remain at his present position in the College's Planning and Design Department, but will be permitted to teach at Baruch and perform other duties. Since 1954, he has held several administrative posts at the college, but has been prohibited from teaching.

At the March 19 meeting of the B.H.E., Mr. Sand appealed for reinstatement to a third party position contending that he could not advance professionally as his position held with. After further consideration, the Board recommended that President Buell G. Gallagher be free to assign Mr. Sand to duties "mutually agreeable to him and the College."

The inquiry found that Mr. Sand had conducted himself improperly by writing a letter to a player concerning the planned South American tour, which indicated that he would share the money earned with the players.

In March 1954 Mr. Sand was assigned administrative duties at the college.

He appealed to the Supreme Court against the decision of the Acting Commissioner of Education dismissed the appeal in July 1960. A petition was filed in Supreme Court, Albany County, October 29, 1960, on behalf of Mr. Sand for review of the action of the president of City College and the B.H.E., whereby he was denied a regular teaching assignment.
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Responsibility?  

By Norman Klineberg

The purpose of the proposed program is to determine whether a defendant is responsible for his actions. It is not only skillfully written, but also contains some interesting ideas about the problem. It is a valuable book for anyone interested in the psychology of crime and punishment.

China Enigma, United Nations To Be Viewed

China's role in the United Nations is a subject of much controversy. However, as Michael DiCarlo points out, "China is not a nation to be taken lightly." He notes that China has been active in the UN and has made significant contributions to world peace.

Desire and Excellence His Goals

Dr. James A. Emanuel

Desire and excellence are two of the most important ingredients of success. Desire is the driving force behind all our actions, while excellence is the result of our efforts. Dr. Emanuel, a renowned professor and author, stresses the importance of these two qualities in achieving success.
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The Ticker

Elevators and Space

One of the most pressing problems in the Student Council regards the elevator service during class hours. In order to improve service, the Student Council has requested the administration to adjust the elevator system to accommodate the needs of the student body. However, due to budget constraints, the administration has stated that no changes can be made in the near future. Students have expressed concerns that the current elevator system is inefficient and lacks accessibility, particularly for those with physical disabilities.

Questions

1. If you have been elected, whether it be a representative or executive, what will you suggest to the Student Council?

ACB Chairman

Bill Koslin

2. How do you believe the Student Council can better serve the student body?

3. How do you feel the Student Council should allocate funds for new initiatives?

4. What do you think is the most important issue facing the Student Council today?

5. What do you think the Student Council should do to improve its image on campus?

Recording Secretary

Joyce Siegel

NSA Delegate Candidates

1. What do you believe the Student Council should do to improve its relationship with the student body?

Mae Palomba

1. What do you believe the Student Council should do to improve its relationship with the student body?

Mae Palomba

2. What role should the Student Council play in decision-making for the school?

3. What do you think are the main priorities for the Student Council?

4. How can the Student Council better represent the diverse needs of the student body?

5. What steps will you take to ensure transparency and accountability in the Student Council?

Jeffrey Levine

Jeffrey Levine

Mark Grant

Mark Grant

Treasurer

Mark Grant

Biochemistry Editor

Marty Spar '62

Marty Sanders '62

Sports Editor

Harvey Saviizky '65

Astronomy Editor

The Arrow Budgetary, for the American Society of Medicine, and for the American Society of Psychology, the student council submits its annual budget for the fiscal year. The budget includes provisions for various activities, such as student events, scholarships, and club funding. The council also oversees the allocation of funds for the various student organizations, ensuring that the budget is utilized effectively and efficiently.
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Not This Week

We wrote our weekly column, "The Ticker," in an effort to engage with our audience and provide relevant information. Our column has been well-received by our readers, and we strive to continue improving our content. In this issue, we will feature a variety of topics, including student council updates, educational issues, and local events. We encourage you to read and share our content, and we welcome any feedback or suggestions you may have.
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Alumni Group Offers Grants
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Sports

Brooklyn Defeats Lavender For Eleventh Baseball Loss

By Steve Rosenblatt

Brooklyn College's baseball team wiped out an early lead to edge City 13-12 Wednesday in a non-league affair on the Kingsmen's field. It was the Beavers' eleventh consecutive loss against one win.

C.N.Y. opened up a 5-0 lead at the end of two innings, making seven of its ten hits. Highlights of the seventh inning were Ron Martin's two-run triple and Baruchian Bert Frezzato's third homer of the year, a long drive over the left field fence.

However, after the eighth Brooklyn chipped away at the lead and went on top with a run in the eighth inning.

City out-hit the winners 10-7, but Baruchian pitchers allowed thirteen walks. Three of Brooklyn's nine safeties were doubles.

The Beavers dropped five other contests including three league games by close scores during the spring season.

Sophomore hurler Mike Greenman was the hard luck loser in the 6-5 loss. He went the route against high-powered Brooklyn. John's back to one in the eleventh inning.

Baruchian Richie Stein pitched seven strong inning, before tiring in the eighth inning.

The Beavers lost the second game of the twin-bill header 2-0.

Puritan and Hofstra were the other teams to inflict defeats by 9-0 and 8-2 scores respectively.

The Tigers did it behind the five hit pitching of Alex Schouwitzer who hurled a no-hitter against City's lefty Leon Frezzato, bar to John's third in the sixth.

The Hofstra Batsmen scored a whipping handed to them earlier this year.

Track Team Running Along

Pioneers, Kingsmen Vanquished

By Mel Bernardi

City's track team maintained its winning ways last week by defeating C.W. Post and Brooklyn College by 72-30 and 113-1 respectively.

The Beavers have won three consecutive dual meets.

In other events during the final week of the spring vacation, Coach Francisco Castro's men placed third in the Collegiate Track Conference's one-mile relay at the Queens College events April 21 and fourth in the third section of the Silver Bullet Mile Relay at the Penn Relays on Saturday at Philadelphia.

In the I. W. Post meet at Brooklyn, Long Island Wednesday the Beavers, paced by Lenox Zane and Yvonne Hanisch, took first of the fifteen events. After finishing Mike Serminster, a student from South Africa, captured the first two events.

Bill DeAngelo led off the victory relay by winning the 300-meter dash.

In the 440 yard run, City's Bill Greenman and Joel Saland placed first and second and third Bill Hill rounded out his day with victories in the pole vault and broad jump.

Zane won the one mile run again.

Lacrosse Team Wins Two But Adelphi Snaps Streak

Adelphi snapped City's longest two-game lacrosse winning streak by winning the Beavers, 7-4, Saturday at Garden City, Long Island.

SPORT SHORTS

Benny Friedman, former all-American football star at Michigan, will be the guest speaker at the College's All Sports Night May 23 at the Friedman Hotel. Hears honors senior letter winners.

Petro, who sparked for both C.C.N.Y. from 1944 to 1948, will be the director of athletics at Brooklyn College.

The Tall Story

1. Jim Jamieson's long field goal.
2. Bob Short's basket.
3. Lloyd Wood's 17 points.
4. Bobby Sisk's 21 points.
5. Mike Pellegrini's 12 points.
6. Larry Johnson's 17 points.
7. Joe Pellegrini's 12 points.
8. Mike Bonacci's 12 points.
10. Ron Johnson's 17 points.

Cubs Blast Brooklyn In Slugfest, 23-16

Violets Also Beaten

City College's freshman baseballers split four games during the spring recess. The Beavers defeated N.Y.U. 7-0 and 2-0, but lost two games, and 1-0, to the Violets.

Center fielder Ray Corbo paced the team at both positions. He was four for seven against the Kingsmen and two for four against the Violets.

Baruchian Neil Silverman picked up the win in relief against Brooklyn, which yielded eighteen hits. The Violets were led by Ron Sisk's four hits.
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**Dedication**

By Morton Egol

My friend is in a noose. When I first met him, he was a white hair and a wrinkled face. He walked in the room, his hands drawing his breath. He asked me, "What do you think of the situation?" I replied, "Not much." He smiled and said, "I think it's going to be a lot worse than that." As he spoke, I could see the pain on his face. He continued, "The world is going to hell in a handbasket." I said, "I hope not." He looked at me and said, "I don't think so either." We sat there for a while, just talking about the world and our hopes for the future.

---

**Supplement**

By Dr. F. L. Israel

Who does the federal government protect? The President? The Secretary of the Treasury? The Attorney General? These are questions that many Americans are asking today. But who does the government protect? The government protects itself. The government is protected by the Constitution. The Constitution is the rule of law. The Constitution is the supreme law of the land. The Constitution is the law of the land.

---

**The John Peter Zenger Case**

By Bob Sigler

During the colonial period in America, the press was often used as a tool of political frustration. The case of John Peter Zenger illustrated this point. Zenger, a printer and publisher in New York, was arrested and charged with libel for publishing a newspaper that criticized the governor of New York. The trial of Zenger was a landmark case in the history of free speech in America. The case established the principle that the government cannot suppress free speech merely because the speech is critical of the government. This principle has been recognized by the United States Supreme Court in subsequent cases.

---

**Thunder on the Right**

By Dr. F. L. Israel

Who does the government protect? The President? The Secretary of the Treasury? The Attorney General? These are questions that many Americans are asking today. But who does the government protect? The government protects itself. The government is protected by the Constitution. The Constitution is the rule of law. The Constitution is the supreme law of the land. The Constitution is the law of the land.
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Clichés of the Classroom

By Dr. Harry Leotow

One of the special rewards of teaching in a college is getting older while the students get younger. Occasionally, perhaps, you will find that the students are not as much younger as they seemed at first, but they are not as much older either. The point is, they are younger, and we are older, and we face a new battle, to begin the process over again. Each year we are more and more at the mercy of the new college students getting in, and as we hold forth with the assiduous and earnest, after the manner of the sage with the sandal and a sword, we are struck down, wounded, and left with the feeling that we shall never recover. Certain that they do not revere us, and that it is all right for them to be, we press forward, bless our hearts, and hit the floor. All our credentials, in, in existence of a just and ideal world, there is the real world, and we are either too old to understand it or too young to understand it. We see sets without waiting for the scenes to change.

"That's My Opinion"

When students write a test for a political reason, such as a demand for some justification of the truths they have learned in their courses, we are able to call ourselves a personal perspective of the state and wait until our youth begins its transition toward adulthood. The term is a real word, but it is not often used. It is a word that has been used in politics, but it is not often used.

"Suspensive"

For a little while, the teacher has been a teacher, and he has been a teacher for a long time. He has taught many students, and he has taught many generations. But now, the teacher is a student, and he is learning. There is a great deal of work to be done in the classroom.

"Realistic"

Another term that is used in the classroom is "realistic." It is a word that is used in the classroom, but it is not often used.

"Dedication..."

(Continued from Page 5)


cliches

(Continued from Page 5)

To the old of— the new world's worth;